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Abstract.
In general the collection of sets closed with respect to countable disjoint unions and with respect to the complementation, generated by a given collection A does not coincide with the er-field generated by A. In the present paper two necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality of the last mentioned systems are given. The coincidence of the above systems in cases when A is the collection of all open sets in a topological space is obtained as a corollary.
1. Introduction. In his paper [l] S. P. Gudder considered quantum probability spaces introduced by P. Suppes in [2] . This note contains a new result concerning these spaces. In one of the corollaries the positive answer to the question, whether in a topological space the ff-class C generated by the class of all open sets coincides with the Borel field, is given. The method by which the result is obtained is a standard one closely related e.g. to that used by Sierpinski in [3] while examining the abstract Borel sets.
2. Notations and notions. The notion of the o--class C is used in the same sense as in [l], i.e. C is a collection of subsets of a given nonempty set CI containing 0, closed both under the forming of countable disjoint unions and complementations.
The notion of the cr-field has the same meaning as in [l] and coincides with the notion of the cralgebra as defined in [4] . 3 . Results. The proof of the following simple lemma is contained in [l] and therefore will be omitted.
Lemma. Let C be a cr-class of subsets of 0.
(i) If a,bEC, aEb, then bC\a'EC.
(ii) If ai, a2, • • • EC, and a{2)a2~2) • • ■ , then n.a.EC As it is known, the cr-class C generated by a collection A of sets does not coincide in general with the cr-field generated by A. The following theorem clarifies the relation between the above systems.
Theorem. Let A be a collection of subsets of Q. Let C be the cr-class generated by A. Either of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for C to be a a-field.
(iii) If a, bEA, then a -bEC. (iv) If a, bEA, then aC\bEC.
Proof. The necessity of both the conditions is trivial. Let us prove the sufficiency of (iii). For this it is sufficient to prove that a -bEC for any a, bEC. Let aEA be fixed. Denote by <j>(a) the collection of all those IEC for which a-lEC. Evidently <p(a)~2)A according to (iii) . We shall prove that <p(a) is a cr-class. Let lE4>(a). We have a -(9,-1) =aC\l, hence to prove that fi -/ belongs to $(0) it suffices to prove aC\lEC.
But a(~\l = a -(a-i). Since a -lEa, a-IEC we have aCMEC by (i) of the lemma. Thus fi -lE<b(a). The sufficiency of (iv) follows from that of (iii). In fact, let a,bEA. Under the assumption of (iv) aC\bEC. Since af\bEa, we have by (i) of the lemma a -b = a -aC\bEC. Thus (iii) is satisfied and the conclusion follows.
In [l] the collection of sets is said to be compatible in C if aC\bEC for any apEA. If aC\bEA for any aPEA, then A is said to be internally compatible.
In the above terminology (iv) of the theorem states that the tr-class generated by the collection A is a cr-field if and only if A is compatible in C. As a special case one gets the following (a, oo) for all aER-Since these intervals are internally compatible the cr-class generated by them is a cr-field which is in fact, B(R). Thus
